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I have a PS3 with a HDD and nvidia's Geforce 7950gt graphics card. The PS3 came with Windows 7 ( I will install 7 on the PS3 ) and if I install from the CD ( it is formatted) I can boot from the CD. The first problem is when I have to boot from USB ( I am using Rufus on Windows 7 because I know it
works ) once booting from the CD I will be taken straight to the menu to select the OS then after that I can choose boot from USB. Hi there! I am currently trying to install Windows 7 Sp1 on an Imation 30G drive on my HP Pavilion g6 (AMD A8-7600 APU with Radeon HD 8890 / AMD Radeon HD 9790
graphics), however, i keep getting an error code 18.6. I have tried to resolve the problem via Boot-Repair to no avail. I have also tried installing Windows 7 ISO directly on USB but it tells me that it needs to be between 512MB and 64GB. All i can do is try again. I am currently running Ubuntu 17.04

(Xubuntu 17.10 also failed to install). I have tried to install 3 iso images, the first two didn't work, the 3rd one is Windows 8.1 x64. I already have my harddrive set up, but what do i do after? I use a USB drive for my ISO file. (diskimage, or x_00.iso)? I ran Win10 for a few weeks and decided to move to
Linux Mint 19.3 - after setting up a good home partition that works ok. Then I wanted to try the new Windows 10 Home. So I downloaded the iso from Microsoft and installed it on my PC with Win7 which worked ok. However, the new Control Panel is a joke because you can't close all the icons you don't

use. I'm trying to install Windows from an ISO file. I was told to make a CD but that is not working. I downloaded the ISO and hit the Burn Disk to Disc icon in Windows. That didn't work. I tried the Create Boot Media, Boot to disk,and Burn Software option. That doesn't work. Any suggestions?
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anyone know how to configure the network settings in the win7 usb iso? i use the default win7 iso, loaded from a usb, then using winpe bootstrap, winpe is installed on the usb (without the installatioin option).. then i mount the installation partition, and copy the winpe folder (not the winpe contents in
a folder) to an external drive, then "refresh" the winpe install with. %winpe%\setup.exe /action=refresh /version=0.7.0.2 /extract=x: do i have to do anything extra in order to join the domain upon login? my dns settings are set properly, though. the reason i am installing 7 is because i made a backup
copy of my original disk and when i deleted the data using chkdsk it started picking up real time and told me that there were errors with the partition, on my backup disk i made it out in 24 hours then did it again, and the original disk i did it before the backup. (this really needs more testing) it works,
but it could have a faster speed and it could pick up errors earlier on the disk. i did have to test for a few minutes to find the problem and it did find the problem and fixed it and booted normally. so far it has worked out well. i've been trying to get into win7 and it boots into the grub rescue and says
"the disk contains an old version of grub and it cannot be repaired" i've tried booting into the win7 cd and make sure the partition is active and then tried to reboot and it still says the same error. i then tried to install win7 using it's original iso and that says "incompatible iso" i've tried to make the

bootable usb drive myself using rufus but i get the error "not enough space" and if i try to make the usb drive with the rest of the space unused it says "some files are only partially written" 5ec8ef588b
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